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This week we have been learning…

How you can help at home.
Count on in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s
Home Learning this week:
Reading with your child.
Spellings
Multiplication
Spellings: find, mind
behind, old, cold, gold, hold, told, every,
everybody
Please remember
Christingle service on Tuesday 18th
December on 2pm. Wednesday 19th
In maths we have continued to learn about
multiplication. We have focused on the 2’s, 5’s
December come and see our travel
and 10’s times tables. We have also been
agents from 2pm. The class email is
learning how we can use arrays top help solve
empire@langleyparkprimaryacademy.org
more complex problems. We have also
.uk or
completed our terms math assessment to show jazzy@langleyparkprimaryacademy.org.u
how much we have learnt and what we need to
k
focus on next.
If you wish to discuss anything further.
Thought for the week.
In inquiry this week we have planned and
In our writing this week we have been able to
make our best piece yet. We have looked at
features of reports and designed a new layout to
make our reports stand out. We have been able
to include sub headings and pictures both drawn
and printed. Later in the week we have been
looking at recounts. We have investigated what
a good recount must include and spoken about
the order it should be written in. We have then
used this new information to write a recount on
how we traveled to our holiday destination.

produced a banner for our travel agents opening
on Wednesday 19th at 2pm. We worked
individually to plan a piece then chose the best
parts of the groups work before making the final
display banner.
In P.E we have been able to play netball
ensuring we could defend our goal and pass to
our team mates.

Star of the week goes to…
Empire- Ethan.V for working hard on joining his handwriting.
Jazzy-. Lola for consistently committing to high quality work

